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World's 1st solvent-free 
spray paint! 

The coverage of MASTON ZERO 400ml is 3m2: three times more compared to 
conventional spray paints. Thanks to its unique water-based technology, the paint 
does not contain any solvents. It is safe to use inside and outside with no unpleasant 
smells. The propellant mixture is the only evaporative element, which makes it 4 times 
more environmentally friendly than ordinary spray paints. Maston Zero is the first non-
flammable spray paint in the world.

World’s leading spray paint technology:
Outstanding coverage  
- 3 times more than  
other spray paints

Safe for you and  
the environment

1st non-flammable  
spray paint



3m2 Exceptional  
3m2 coverage

Odour free

No spray dust

No run downs

Easy to clean



Maston Zero  
- Paint it fast, paint it easy & 

odour-free, paint it anywhere, 
anytime - free of spray dust





More paint and less propellants delivers more coverage. Zero’s solvent-free formula 
delivers safe and odour-free painting experiences anywhere and anytime.

Outstanding coverage - Safe to use

Use Maston Zero on  practically all surfaces: wood, metal, plastic, glass, ceramics, dried 
plants, cardboard and even polystyrene.

All surfaces

Once cross layer creates an instant, incredible coverage of 3m2 with a film thickness 
of 25 to 30 microns without risk of run downs. The paint can be re-coated at any time, 
wet-on-wet or wet-on-dry. Surface is touch dry after 90 minutes  
and dry after 48 hours.

Instant coverage



Easy to use
The general instructions  
with easy-to-understand  
icons can be found on the label.

Technical information
The first non-flammable spray paint in the world (EU-directive 2008/47/EC). Contains 
only 24% propellants of the weight. The VOC content is 216 g/l. For more information 
see technical data sheet. International patents pending.

Paint Zero. 
Pure water for your and 
the planet's health.
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